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"The strength of the team is each individual member and the strength of each

member is the team" 

Here at BOLDNET we are a team, which gives us an opportunity to work

together in every situation, put in efforts, understand each other’s point of

views, give feedback, help each other and get the best outcomes possible.

When we say we are a team, our buddies prove it, all of the buddies show

qualities of selflessness, collaboration, and managing skills, we focus on the

end goal. We believe in the concept that the whole is greater than the sum of

its parts. 

Our personalities and skillsets differ, which can create personal conflict, but

when the entire team focuses on doing great work, the team members’

differences turn into strengths, and goals are met and even exceeded. It

forms a true, unbreakable bond between its members. 

The French language has a wonderful phrase for teamwork: esprit de corps,

which means- it is the spirit of a team that motivates its members to

succeed. Unity and enthusiasm are shared in common interests and

responsibilities. This inculcates things such as team spirit, respecting others,

and valuing their contributions. It also means learning more can be achieved

by working together than as individuals, we BOLDNET buddies do exactly that!

I thank BOLDNET for giving me the opportunity to lead such an amazing team! I

will surely bring out the best in me and the whole team. With this, I present to

you the fun-filled newsletter for this month. Enjoy!!

NOTE FROM THE PRESIDENT
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- Saee Kalate

President

BOLDNET Pioneers Chapter

Pune
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THEME OF THE MONTH

 

Learnings
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'People work so hard on their hard skills,

but they don’t know what they are. On

the other hand, they never pay heed to

the soft skills, but know very well what it

is.”

Hard skills are specific abilities, or

capabilities, that an individual can

possess and demonstrate in a measured

way. Soft skills are skills applicable to all

professions. These include critical

thinking, problem solving, public

speaking, teamwork, leadership, career

management and intercultural fluency.

Why are these important?

Hard skills ensure you can do you job to

your fullest. It is what can land you a job.

Soft skills like leadership, teamwork etc

are important to keep the job. 

The various themes of the introductions,

the activities, everything is centred

around career development and planning

at its core. But the first building block of

your chosen career field are soft and

hard skills.

Soft and hard skills are the base.

Strengthen the base, then build anything

on top. But if the base is weak, the

structure will collapse. 

 - improved my improvisation, writing

skills, attention span,speech, time

management
- Learnt that we are slowly shedding of

the more polite formal side and of course

while keeping it in a right amount and

approaching the more argumentative

manner of how a debate session would be

- Writing more in a shorter amount of

time and concluding it properly it, and also

intonation 
Om Kokane

- think from all angles of the problem
and be inclusive of everyone, be confident
while putting forward your views 
- you should be able to express
yourself and form a connect with people 
- presentations shouldn’t be judged upon
what you speak but upon what people
get from it
- even if you don’t have amazing
linguistic skills,you need to put forward
your views 

Learnings

Saee Kalate

"There is always light if only we’re brave enough to see it,if only we’re brave enough to be it""There is always light if only we’re brave enough to see it,if only we’re brave enough to be it"
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JULY WRAP UP

....
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This month was filled with exciting

activities.

A person with zero problem solving

skills has no place in the professional

world. That is what the first activity of

the month taught us. Problem Solving.

The topic was, ‘Healthcare problems

faced by citizens of India.’ 

The debate topic was Home-schooling

VS Traditional schooling. This activity

taught us the importance of critical

thinking, keeping the discussion on

point and the importance of research.

Thinking on the spot. Using your

knowledge base to deliver a speech.

Speaking Skills. Fluency in English. All

these skills are improved when giving

impromptu speeches. 

The last session of the month was a

Guest Session. The guest speaker was

Dr. Anjali Ramteke, an Assistant

Professor at Skill development Centre,

Savitribai Phule University, Pune. The

session underlined the importance of

learning in various fields besides your

own. She told us  about Swayam, a

Government platform where one can

access different learning courses. 

BOLDNET  
Take Charge

“A ship is always safe at shore, but

that’s not what it’s built for.”

A career development system is a

mechanism that takes both the

parties into consideration and helps

them meet their objectives. We may

look upon it as an effort to strike a

balance between organizational

workforce requirements and individual

career needs. Everyone has their own

personal desires and aspirations and

needs to effectively utilize their

personal skills to attain their career

goals and objectives. On the other

hand, organizations have needs for

staffing and meeting present and

future human resource requirements.

A career development system can be

effective in creating a supportive

culture in the organization and help us

grow and utilize our skills related to

our career.

 

The first impression a person has of

you is entirely up to you. The creatively

themed introductions made sure we

think before we speak, and not just

give our introduction on the fly. 



.
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Learnings
 - Looking at different perspectives for the

solution to a problem.
 - Even the smallest details will be helpful

while solving a problem.
 - Gained knowledge about and the ideal of

homeschooling and traditional schooling.

- Ways to make a speech more interesting,

Speaking with confidence and conviction makes

a speech more impactful.
- The importance of having a firm stand and

understanding of the topic while speaking

about it. Aadit Paranjape

Learnings
 - Even small details and facts are
important in debates 
 - About skills required in different
fields
- Connect with people's heart
through our conversation
- Be quick on what you decide and
clear on what you want to say,
emphasize the main points
 Tithi Patel

Learnings
- Thinking on the spot is so
important. And that’ll come alongonly with practice. 
- Time goes by fast and our
small efforts day in and day outturn out to be big achievements
and connect the dots when we
look back. Swarangi Naiksatam

Learnings
- Be productive and
practical in answering
- Be bold but calm
while talking 
- Take charge and do
the work acc. 

Naman Shah

JULY WRAP UP
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She instructed us to not let our long

term goals cast a shadow over our

short term ones, and keep pushing

yourself to your limits to achieve

success.

We at Boldnet are a group of people

who aim to keep polishing our jewel of

a personality, till it shines even in the

darkest of seas, and guides us to our

destinations no matter what With that,

we ended on a high note, as more

informed and enlightened and signed

off on July 2022.
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Dr. Anjali Jagtap Ramteke 
The skills development for employability,

launch your career skillfully 

3rd Episode
20th July

Starring 

Mr. Siddharth Deshmukh
Career in sports mgmt

4th Episode
27th July

Starring 

Mr. Sudhir Bhosale
11th Online Admissions, QnA session

2nd Episode
6th July

Starring 



GUEST SPEAKERS
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MRS. ANJALI JAGTAP-RAMTEKEMRS. ANJALI JAGTAP-RAMTEKE  

Topic : SKILL DEVELOPMENTTopic : SKILL DEVELOPMENT    

LEARNINGS

31/07/2231/07/22

OM: The Way she explained about

digital and professional skills, trend

setting in the market and the role of

tech in skill dev now and future was

really helpful.

ABHAY: Agreed! And In tech era,

we have so many things to learn at

a push of a button, we shouldn't

wait for anyone telling us.

ARNAV: The Guest session by Anjali

ma'am was really informative. I

learnt that the COVID has changed

the dynamics and we have more

resources available than ever at

hand from across the globe. 

SIDDHI: the importance of skilled

employees in companies, and the

urgency of having efficient and

skilled workers in the field of

development of renewable energy. 

SAEE: There is no limitation in terms

of access to learning!

We have various resources to learn

and develop skills.

MOKSH: Absolutely!  Especially the

platforms to access various

courses which will be really

beneficial for me

PRANJAL:  Exactly! There are so

many online courses we can sign

up for and  now we have the

websites related to it too.

NAMAN: Hey also, did you catch

on when ma'am  explained what

is Swayam and how it can help

us ?

ARYA:  Yes..I even enrolled for one

course! After all, we have to keep up

with the surroundings and

technology. Continuous learning is a

must and this session truly

enlightened us!!

BOLDNET  
Take Charge



Tithi Patel's PPT on  Secret of Success.

Learnings

Learnings

31/07/2022

31/07/2022

PRESENTATIONS
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Tanish Patil's PPT on  Active Listening Skills

- how to brainstorm with people

who have different perspectives to

looking at things
- when presenting be crisp and to

the point
- learn how to communicate with

all sorts of people and how to

handle issues within

discussion - Moksh Nair

- Spontaneity is important,
sequence is also imp when u
speak spontaneous
- Realize how to align the story 

- Be attentive when someone

speak
- Deep research is required to

speak on any topic , and counter

the opposition party
- Shubham Shende

Tithi's presentation on secret to

success was a panacea for all of

us. It was detailed and covered

the overall topic.

Also,

Tanish's presentation on Active

listening was also interesting

and informative.

- Ashutosh Vast 

The presentations by both

the presenters were precise

and on point. Kudos to both

of them for presenting

brilliantly on their debut

presentations! 

- Arnav Gandhi

BOLDNET  
Take Charge
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PRESENTATIONS
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Learnings

- Whenever you are heading for a

debate, before that you should

have proper

information about topic, correct

references, clarity of subject !

- Knowledge of the topic is more

important and valuable but good

presentation gives

you a chance to express

perspective, thoughts about it.
- Akshay Mankar

- You need to havequick thinking and beclear about yourideas/views.
- Pay attention whensomeone is speaking.

-Aditi Gadkari

03/07/2022 : LT Presentation

10/07/2022 : Aditi Gadkari's PPT on : Hard Skills and Soft skills. 

                              Omkar Joshi's PPT on : Soft Skills & Hard Skills.

17/07/2022 : Nikita Adari's PPT on : Mandala Art.

                              Arnav Gandhi's PPT on : Presentations in Corporate World.

                                       

24/07/2022 : Om Kokane's PPT on : Hermes.

                              Saee Kalate's PPT on : Social Media and Mental Health

31/07/2022 : Tithi Patel's PPT on : Secret of Success.

                              Tanish Patil's PPT on : Active Listening Skills



INTRODUCTION WINNERS

Heartiest congratulations to

all the introduction round

winners for the month of May

CHAMPIONS :

Learnings

Every meeting is chance to dive

deeper into our personality and

assess our strengths and

weaknesses. With the help of

innovative themes we learn to

widen our perspective and take

inspiration from everything

around us.

It is evident that you all are truly

discovering yourselves and

consolidating your strengths.

Keep Up the Good Work

Buddies!
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"Life is like a camera ; just focus on what's important and capture the good times, develop
from the negatives and if things don't turn out well, just take another shot!"

Mr. Shubham Shende and Ms. Pranjal

Khiste 

17/07/2022 -
Mr. Om Kokane

03/07/2022 -
Mr. Om Kokane and Mr. Moksh Nair

 - How to break down a problem
and how to have an interactive
discussion
- How to encourage others to speak- How facts are important in a
debate
- How to increase your network, andinteract with professionals
- Structure in a speech is very
important

Abhishek Alurkar

BOLDNET  
Take Charge

24/07/2022 -

31/07/2022 -

Mr. Abhishek Alurkar 

Ms. Siddhi Deshmukh

10/07/2022 -



CARE TO SHARE
Buddies who thanked others andBuddies who thanked others and

exchanged BRPs for the helpexchanged BRPs for the help

offered!offered!
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OmOm SiddhiSiddhi

Buddies who asked for help from fellow buddies!Buddies who asked for help from fellow buddies!

(Om Kokane)

I want to learn video editing,

do let me  know if anyone

can help!

(Ashutosh Vast)                
I need help regarding 

coding.

(Swarangi Naiksatam) I want guidanceregarding articulation ofspeech and appropriateuse of vocabulary.

BOLDNET  
Take Charge
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Siddhi                                            Saee Naman                                           Abhay



Buddies with 100% attendance in JuneBuddies with 100% attendance in June

Heartiest congratulations Heartiest congratulations to the buddies who have successfullyto the buddies who have successfully

achieved 100% attendance for rolling months that is May, June andachieved 100% attendance for rolling months that is May, June and

July!!July!!

Abhay More

Abhishek Alurkar

Om Kokane

Pranjal Khiste

Siddhi Deshmukh

Saee Kalate

Tithi Patel

Shubham Shende

Tanish Patil

Abhay More

ATTENDANCE
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- focusing on tasks at hand

- supporting your statement with

facts and figures adds more weight

- skills required for various fields

- Content engages, emotions impact.

- articulating your thoughts well,

thinking and paying attention in the

moment
- thinking of the person ahead of you

while working in a team 

Siddhi Deshmukh

Arya Dravid

BOLDNET  
Take Charge

- Questions asked should be easy to

understand and crisp, without beating

around the bush

- Content in your speech might not be

perfect but the way u speak is what

makes the difference 

- Giving examples and stating quotes in

the speech makes it more effective
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The world is your colour palette, paint away!
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Learnings

Learnings

Abhay's Art

 - How to interact with people while
networking and keep in touch.
- The way you express and connect
with people emotionally is very
important ; the information you
convey is secondary.
 - Talk with conviction and take a
firm stand.
 - Elaborating the ideas and stating
them clearly Arnav Gandhi

 - Think analytically and consider

even the smallest points
 - Detailed research should be

done for a fruitful debate

- Observation is a strong skill...

Focused listening is a must

- Formulating proper sentences

that reach others completely and

include all that you want to say
Pranjal Khiste

Computer Generated Art.

A Barnsley Fern Fractal.

Gaganyaan

It is India's first manned space mission

The "vyomnauts" will be in orbit for 7

days.

The mission is planned with India's

biggest Rocket GSLV Mk - 3.

It is the cheapest manned mission with a

budget of 10,000 crores.

The Gaganyaan Model
Shot and described by Naman
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Ruhan's Art

Learnings
- Be the icebreaker, but also give
others a chance to speak, acknowledge
their opinions, don't ignore
- Understand the crux of any problem.
- understood the reason behind the
existence of any topic.
- structuring and emphasizing your
points in an articulated manner shows
ur conviction..

Abhay More

BOLDNET  
Take Charge

Mixed sketch. The basic

skeleton is made with pen and

then coloured digitally to

achieve a glow effect!! 

Saee's Sketch
 

Pranjal's PaintingPranjal's Painting
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CONGRAT
ULATIONS

!

Ashutosh Vast 
    on clearing all stages of his

auditions and getting 

 selected in the Aero Club of

his college!

Arya Dravid

Agastya Bhat 

Shhloka Bhat

Aadit Paranjape

Siddhi Deshmukh

Sameehan Divekar

Dhwani Patil

Soham Kshirsagar 

Arya Naik 

           Buddies who successfully

        cleared their 10th grade

            examinations 2021-2022  -

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Neel Bhanu
on becoming the Headboy 

of his school

 

Arnav Gandhi

Sarthak Chavan

Ruhan Garud 

Aditya Mandke

          Buddies who successfully   

cleared their 12th grade

examination 2021-2022 -

1.

2.

3.

4.



ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Heartfelt gratitude to our Mentor

Director Mr. Avinash Deshmukh

without whom this exciting self

development journey would have

always remained uncertainly in

the future. Thank you for having

an unwavering faith in us and

pushing us to be better...

 

to BOLDNET, we say

Yeh Dil Maange More!!

Sincere Thanks To
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Ruhan Garud

Arya Dravid

Siddhi Deshmukh

Pranjal Khiste

Sameehan Divekar

Nikita Adari

Abhay More
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Buddy's Open Learning and Development Network

to join us in the journey of career development, connect with us

9657600076

http://www.boldnet.in/

https://boldnetindia.blogspot.com/

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmq7deJnAAxuYyqQ_E_0vHA

https://www.instagram.com/boldnetindia/

http://www.facebook.com/careersandlife

https://www.linkedin.com/company/boldnet
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